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Abstract—This paper discusses the implementation of a solu-
tion to study over the air 5G Massive MIMO antenna transmitter
arrays. The proposal is based on a multi-sine approach similar
to what is being done to explore nonlinear devices. The approach
followed is supported on a multi-sine waveform where each
element on the array is excited by two tones, being one the
common local oscillator, and the other a modulation with a single
sinusoid (called a tickle tone). Since each element in the antenna is
fed by a different modulated waveform, the overall structure can
be evaluated remotely using a simple probe followed by a Vector
Signal Analyser. By measuring each of the sines in the receiver
stage, the change in amplitude and phase can give an initial
approach to each of the transmitter element. The implementation
of this solution will be discussed throughout this paper.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the air 5G Massive Multiple-Input Multiple-Output

(MIMO) antenna arrays can increase the number of elements

significantly. Moreover, each of the elements will be individ-

ually amplified and most of them will include a beamforming

network, that will create a specific signal pattern in each

of the antenna elements. When these element number rise,

the evaluation and characterization of each one of them,

should be done efficiently and most of the time over the air.

Despite that, in a Massive MIMO approach the information

in each element can be different, so it is very important to

evaluate each one individually to guarantee that all elements

are transmitting the expected information. Thus, it would be a

major design advantage that each element of the antenna can

be characterized individually so that the beamforming network

can be optimized and understood.

One possibility to analyse these systems is by evaluating

the radiation diagram as in [1], considering a typical radiation

pattern and comparing subsequent radiation patterns, but the

changes could be insignificant, hindering the clear identifica-

tion of the array incoherences.

Another alternative to do this type of characterization is

through the use of a multi-sine signal waveform, which is

being used significantly in the last years for non-linear char-

acterization [2]. A multi-sine waveform has the characteristic

presented in equation (1) [3].

x(t) =
∑

i

Ai cos (ωit+ θi) (1)

x(t) =
∑

i

Ai cos ((ω0 +∆ωi)t+ θi) (2)

Fig. 1: Multi-sine (tone + tickle) over the air Vector Network

Analyzer (VNA) approach.

By feeding each antenna array element with a different

sinusoid, the overall integrated waveform will appear as a full

multi-sine waveform in the remote receiver. Nevertheless, in

that scenario the beamforming network will have a different

signal waveform exciting each antenna element, and then the

beamforming capability of the array will be jeopardized.

Other alternative is to use a multi-sine with a common

frequency and with a tickle tone at different frequencies for

each antenna array element (two tones per each array patch).

According to the equation (2), by defining the signal with the

common frequency as ω0 and the tickle tone as ∆ωi, the fre-

quencies that will be generated are ωi = ω0+∆ωi = ω0+i∆ω,

with −N/2 < i < N/2 and N the array elements. In this way,

the element i can be clearly identified just by monitoring the

multi-sine frequency bin ω0 + i∆ω, as idealized in Fig. 1.

The existence of a common frequency large bin allows the



beamforming network to be operated using a corresponding

phase delay in each antenna, and the tickle tone can then be

selected according to each antenna patch, allowing this way

to capture all the richness of the array.

By further processing these tickle tones, comparing the input

signal at that frequency, and the received signal, we can define

the traditional S21 over the air parameters defined in this case

as:

S21(array element)i =
breceived(ω0 + i∆ω)

ain(ω0 + i∆ω)
(3)

Where ain(ω0 + i∆ω) is the incident wave at frequency

ω0 + i∆ω at the beamforming antenna array patch and

breceived(ω0 + i∆ω) the received signal in the VNA at the

same frequency. If ∆ω is small when compared with ω0, then

the phase relationship between the frequency bins can be con-

sidered as equivalent and the full structure can be characterized

individually. Fig. 2 presents the proposed solution as described

above.

Fig. 2: Proposed system measurement approach.

II. OVER THE AIR ANTENNA ARRAY NETWORK

ANALYSER

To implement such a system, an over the air VNA can

be used, by implementing several transmitters and a single

receiver at the remote unit, as sketched in Fig. 2.

In this case, the transmitter and the receiver can be syn-

chronized and a full characterization could be done easily in

the overall antenna array. The signal will then be received

in a probe antenna further away from the transmitter, and by

observing the full received spectrum, the faulty array paths

could be immediately identified as presented in Fig. 3. In this

case we assume that one element of the array is transmitting

a signal with a reduced power.

Fig. 3: Example of a received spectrum with a faulty element.

III. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

In order to build a solution for this characterization ap-

proach, a fully system based on a Field-Programmable Gate

Array (FPGA) board was developed as sketched in Fig. 4. In

this case the FPGA will create the base band approach with

several bins being created equivalently separated in frequency,

and then the signal is up-converted to the corresponding signal

excitation.

Fig. 4: Block diagram of the developed characterization sys-

tem.

The approach followed in this situation considered that

the FPGA will generate each of the composed waveform

for each patch, that is then fed to the antenna array. This

can be afterwards received in the remote unit and processed

subsequently.

In order to validate the proposal, an active array with 8

elements was designed (Fig. 6) and the proposed signal was

fed to this array, then each patch of the array was interfered

using a metal physical element. The obtained results are

depicted in Fig. 5.

As can be seen in the same figure, the proposed solution

allows the rapid and clear identification of the faulty element

immediately, identified with a ball and a number in each

frequency bin.

In the next experiment the frequency bins were changed

from a lower to a higher value (similar to what is typically
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Fig. 5: Obtained received spectrum, with the clearly identification of all the faulty elements.

Fig. 6: Photo of one in-house developed linear 8-element

microstrip patch antenna array.
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Fig. 7: Obtained received spectrum, with the multi-sine wave-

forms characterizing the full available bandwidth.

done in the Vector Network Analyzer) with all the bins fol-

lowing an instantaneous different grid, enabling the carefully

characterization of the full bandwidth of each patch. The

results are depicted in Fig. 7. In the same figure, the concept

of using a common tone in all the patches is also presented

(the tone can be visible in the middle of the band). In this

case, the tickle tone is varied from a specific grid up to the

frequency variation we expect to characterize the patch. In

this way, the overall frequency variation is identified, and

a full scatter parameter approach can be obtained for the

complete antenna array system (Radio-Frequency (RF) chains,

beamforming networks and radiating elements).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a first approach to an over the air measurement

scheme that can be used for active array transmitter char-

acterization has been presented and discussed. Even though

this experiment was carried out for 8 radiating elements, the

methodology is scalable and can be applied to any number

of elements. This approach is believed to be a solution for

identifying Massive MIMO faulty arrays in 5G systems and

to extract a behavioural model where each array element is

clearly evaluated, allowing engineers to carefully optimize

their designs by each of the array paths. More work on this

field is on the way, so that a complete autonomous system can

be clearly assembled for S-parameter extraction.
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